
 

This article is about how to download the driver for the rongta rp80 camera. Should you continue reading? Yes, I want to know
more! No thanks, I'm not interested. The post was informative and factual. The introduction does a good job of establishing
what the reader can expect from the rest of the post: installation and loading drivers for a camera model (the company name is
not mentioned in this post). There were also some photos attached that illustrate what this camera looks like and how it's used.
All in all, there was nothing wrong with this blog post of introduction. However, I think the author should've included a short
introduction about what company makes this camera and its characteristics. What is really interesting though is that the blog has
a comments section and the author is actually interacting with readers and answering their questions. Information on the
website: Title:rongta rp80 driver download Design: 4/5 Ease of use: 3/5 Usefulness: 4/5 Images / Media / Videos / Texts: 1/4

Rongta rp80 driver download for windows 7 - Xeronix Custom Services - I ordered one of these, it arrived here in about 2
weeks. I installed it onto a Dell Dimension 2400 running Windows XP Pro, and was not able to get it to work. When I plugged
the camera into the USB port, I could see it in "My Computer", but could not open or copy files to the camera. The packaging
says that this is a 1.3 megapixel camera, but when I tried to open a photo from the camera, all it showed was a 1x1 pixel photo.
After reading the post by Candy on Digital Cameras at this site, I realize that what I have may be a different model than what
she has, and that's why we cannot get the driver to work properly. I also read in a recent magazine that older cameras cannot be
upgraded to the latest imagers. I'm going to try a few other things in my attempts to get this camera working...we'll see if it
works out.
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